Ms. Gimble

For **Independent Practice**, all teams will go outdoors, work in groups of 3, mark 3 waypoints within given boundaries on their **GPS and record (photo called ‘GPS Recording)*** them on their data sheets. They will hide their ‘cache’. They will trade their GPS with another team and try to find each others’ **caches** (add ‘cache’ photo below). We will go over rules and procedures before we begin. Our groupings might change for this activity because we want to be sure we have an ‘expert’ in each group who can explain and demonstrate as needed with students who are still trying to comprehend. Sometimes our ‘experts’ are the students who challenge us the most! Adults will circulate and provide feedback, praise their efforts, and give cues and prompts as needed. This helps build confidence in our students. A lot of them think they can’t do tasks they perceive as too difficult. It will also keep them on task!